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Tonight, we begin a journey. We gather thoughts and memory, 
for a personal review with God. We bring honest reflection into 
our prayer, into our confession, because these are the final 
hours we imagine God paying special attention to us. 

We will spend time “clopping” on our chest, taking 
responsibility for the sins and misdeeds we’ve committed, 
and for the good deeds we’ve omitted, both as individuals 
and as a collective Jewish people. We tap over our heart to 
remind ourselves of the ways we stray from our values and 
express them aloud.  

For the sin of being hard-hearted. For the sin of Gossip. For 
the sin of insincere confession! We confess aloud because, as 
my partner put it, “God already knows, He just wants to hear 
you say it!”  

Many of us gathered on Sunday at the beach for Tashlich, 
where we “cast our sins into the sea.” This ritual is an act of 
t’shuvah, repentance, so that we can ask God for a clean slate 
as we enter 5783.  

We do this every year. May I ask a personal question? Do we 
carry with us the same mistakes, misdeeds, and opinion of 
ourselves? Have we made any progress over the years? 
Saying the right words is easy. But is that enough?  

Deep down, we know that none of this really matters if 
we’re not completely honest with ourselves. Without 
honesty, there can be no atonement, no elevation, no 
freedom. If we can’t be truly honest on Yom Kippur, why not 
stay home and eat a sandwich? We have 24 more hours to grow 
this Yom Kippur, so let’s settle in and get comfortable with the 
idea of honesty.  
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Singer-songwriter Billy Joel sings about the loneliness he felt 
when his beloved told him what he wanted to hear, but not the 
truth he thirsted for. 

“If you search for tenderness 
It isn't hard to find 
You can have the love you need to live 
But if you look for truthfulness 
You might just as well be blind 
It always seems to be so hard to give 

Honesty is such a lonely word 
Everyone is so untrue 
Honesty is hardly ever heard 
And mostly what I need from you” 

Have any of us felt this? Alone in a relationship, or a 
friendship, or at work because we felt a lack of honesty? 
Despite hearing compliments and praise, we feel distance 
because the words are made empty if they’re not truthful.  

For many, saying the right thing at the right time is the basis 
for a peaceful home. But is this not problematic?  

Dishonesty and deception are pollutants to a relationship. 
Over time, they erode the very thing that’s beautiful about 
human connection: trust. And they also corrode our own 
sense of self. 

I suspect we are better at deceiving ourselves than others. We 
deserve to be able to bring ourselves into better focus. 
By being truthful about our limitations, our misdeeds, the 
character faults we keep shuttered in the shadows, we may 
discover that a) we might be able to do something about it, 
like getting help or good counsel, and b) we may realize that 
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we’re too hard on ourselves and that maybe we’re not so bad 
after all. The truth can set us free.  

The truth is, being honest is complicated. Back in the 
Garden of Eden, Adam and Eve hid themselves from God after 
eating the forbidden fruit of the Tree of Knowledge. When they 
ate the fruit, “their eyes were opened and they realized they 
were naked,” so they made clothing. They created a layer 
of distance between themselves and God. Knowing where 
they were, God nevertheless called out to them with one word, 
“Ayekah/where are you?” A gentle question asked of a couple 
who committed the first “sin” or “mis-take” in history.  

Adam replied, “I heard the sound of You in the garden, and I 
was afraid because I was naked, so I hid.” I read this as a 
euphemism for feeling shame, and his deciding to hide from 
his shame was his “cover up.” Hiding from truth, dishonesty, 
was born that day, and we’ve been dealing with it ever since. 

There was, of course, the consequence of being exiled from the 
Garden. It is inevitable that any child developing its physical 
and moral boundaries will test and fail. This is normal. God 
gave them a chance to draw near once again, to repair and 
heal. They may not have been able to return to a state of 
innocence, but they were able to progress in life in a state 
of recovery. It was the first Yom Kippur! God is asking us 
this still today: “Ayekah/where are you?”  

Lies, deceptions, and dishonesty can feel like a refuge, like 
Adam’s clothing. But it becomes delusion when we think 
we can replace the truth with the lie. A spectacular 
example of this happened this past year when a former 
president and 139 congresspeople doubled down on an 
egregious lie about a so-called “stolen election.” No evidence, 
just a lie. The ripples of damage this is causing American 
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democracy could be felt for a generation. There is a cost to 
delusion. 

Dishonesty is deranging. But it isn’t irreparable. Yom 
Kippur is a statement that declares we can overcome 
falsehood, as a nation, as a community, and as individuals. 
To maintain falsehoods means we split our heart. Honesty 
can make us whole. 

Have any of us had the experience of “coming clean,” of 
confessing a truth to a friend or loved one, putting everything 
on the line? If we expose ourselves to another in this way, and 
if our honesty is appreciated, there is a flood of goodwill. 
There may still need to be repair, but there is nothing more 
bonding than honesty. It builds trust. 

We seek atonement on Yom Kippur, often referred to as “At-
One-Ment.” To atone our misdeeds is to become One: One with 
truth. One with our whole self. One with God. We become one 
when there is no moral or emotional schmutz, impediments or 
fabric between us. Truth is cleansing. 

The Torah chisels into stone basic principles of truth and 
honesty as the groundwork for any civil society.  

For example, in Lev. 19:35-36 we are commanded to have fair 
weights and measures, which is meant both literally and 
figuratively: being fair and honest in our transactions, and to 
be fair when judging ourselves and others. Being fair is 
the foundation of everything. “Just Scales” prove there is 
such a thing as objective fact. Facts matter at the 
institutional level on down to the personal.  

Ex. 23:7 “ ֹרֲהַּת־לַֽא ֙קיִּדְַצו יִָ֤קְנו קָ֑חְרִּת רֶקֶׁ֖ש־רַבְּדִמ   ׃עָֽׁשָר קיִּ֖דְצַא־אB יִּ֥כ ג֔
Keep far from a false charge; do not bring death on 
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those who are innocent and in the right, for I will not 
acquit the wrongdoer.” 

This verse is interesting because it makes a dramatic 
connection between a lie and “bringing death” to the innocent. 
A liar is a killer. Lies can kill people, ruin reputations, 
corrupt communities, or bring down governments. Lying to 
ourselves can be debilitating. 

But life gets messy, and we don’t always recognize when 
we’re being deceitful—even to ourselves. The Torah mirrors 
plenty of acts of deception and delusion. For example: 

Cain murders his brother and exclaims, “Am I my brother’s 
keeper?” Abraham claims his wife Sarah was his sister to 
avoid being killed because she was so beautiful. Rebecca and 
her son Jacob bamboozle Isaac when he is old and blind, 
stealing the blessing from Jacob’s brother Esav. Aaron, the 
High Priest, evades responsibility for the golden calf by 
claiming he put the people’s gold in the fire, “and out came this 
calf!” King David wanted a beautiful married woman, so he 
sent her husband to war and certain death so he could have 
her.  

Each of these individuals’ delusion helped them to feel 
utterly justified in doing what they did. And this is us. 

The Torah is not teaching us to be deceptive. These stories 
capture real people’s complicated lives. They’re a mirror to 
ourselves. It’s liberating to have a Torah with characters I can 
relate to, recognizing shortcomings and greatness alike. We’re 
not alone in our imperfections or our delusions. 

So tonight, let us ask ourselves, what is my delusion? What 
story have I created that is keeping me stuck? What am I not 
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admitting to myself about my life? My power? Do I have a role 
to play in my own story? Honestly, how can I change things 
around? 

The Talmud (Shabbat 104a) has a sweet teaching about the 
differences between the Hebrew words for true and false. The 
three letters that spell the Hebrew word for truth, “emet”, are 
the first, middle, and last letters of the Hebrew alphabet, and 
all have two legs upon which to stand (like a capital A). 
The letters are far apart from each other because the truth 
is not easily found in this world; nevertheless, truth, like 
the letters that comprise its name, stands forever strong and 
unwavering. The three letters for falsehood, “sheker,” in 
contrast, stand on one leg each (like a P) and are literally next 
to each other. Falsehood is unstable, easily toppled, but 
very common and easily found.” 

Lying to ourselves and others, creates chaos that lives within 
us, and diminishes life. Truth, although sometimes 
terrifying, redeems us from chaos, and stabilizes life. It lets 
our heart grow. And this is the gift of Yom Kippur. God is 
calling to us, whispering, “Ayekah/where are you?” Shall we 
reply Hineni/Here I am!?  

I conclude with a quote from philosopher and neuroscientist 
Sam Harris, who wrote a lovely book called, “Lying,” that 
serves as a blessing to us as we ascend into Yom Kippur:  
“Honesty is a gift we can give to others. It is also a source of power and 
an engine of simplicity. Knowing that we will attempt to tell the truth, 
whatever the circumstances, leaves us with little to prepare for. 
Knowing that we told the truth in the past leaves us with nothing to 
keep track of. We can simply be ourselves in every moment.” 

Indeed. May we be blessed to become fully ourselves in every 
moment. Honestly. Gamar Chatimah Tovah 


